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“It’s surprising to people
when you say…the number of
older people in the world is
the only natural resource
that’s actually growing.”

– Laura Carstenen



How Do We Make Life 
Meaningful and Creative?



Meaning is an individually confined construct.



Define What Matters.

BIG questions

small questions

Daily vs. L i f e l o n g

Existential

Relational

Here and Now.



Appreciate diversity and 
variability

Life prepares you for meaningful and creative aging.

Improvise and AdaptPositivity



Our Expectations Matter.

Positive Self-Perception =      More Years Living



We measure people by what adults can do.
That is a problem.

Why is it a problem?

Is it our problem?

Is it your problem?



“Still”



Frames of Reference for Meaning and Mattering*

Denialist

• Plastic surgery

• Hair color

• Hormone 
therapy

• Botox

• Genetic 
engineering 

Realist

• Diet

• Exercise

• Stress resilience

• Brain health 
activities

Enthusiast

•Insight

•Growth

•Embracing a 
different journey

•Both pain and 
joy



Denialist Life Approach to Meaning Making looks like…



Realist Approach to Meaning Making looks like…



Enthusiast 
Approach to 

Meaning 
Making 

looks like…



Aging opens up 
a depth of 

creativity that 
we can’t get to 
any other way. 



When we 
stop creating, 

we stop 
making meaning 

in life.

Meaning

Creating

CreatingCreating

Creating



Creativity
The BIG “C”: Creative Arts The little “c”: Living creativelyVS.

Exploring New Settings

By: Betty Holroyd



Meaning
The BIG “M”: Life The little “m”: EverydayVS.





Making meaning through creative adaptations.



Resilience… Successful Adaptation



Purposeful slowing down. 



Slow is spelled with four letters;

So is life. 

Speed is spelled with five letters; 

So is death.

–Levine, Robert. The Geography of Time.



We perceive available time based upon the amount 
of information we allow into our world. 



Too much information can freeze 

actions and understanding.



Meditation/Prayer

Journal Writing

Life Review

Social Engagement

Hobbies & Creative Risks



Life Review

How would you describe your present life; your life 
as it seems to you now?

How would you describe your past life?

How would you describe your future as you see it?



BE PRESENT.
ENGAGE.



Meditation as a meaning-making practice.



We now know it changes the brain and body.



Your story is important to share 
regardless of challenges you may face.



Gerotranscendence



Both learn new tricks as they age; it just takes more time and effort.



“The human brain cannot sustain purposeless living.”



Strengths-focused Aging



Acquiesced Mental Aging





Creativity and Meaning in the MPL Network



Social Influence: Our Community Environments



We live our expectations and aspirations.


